Let a normal section of the cylinder be the ellipse z = a cos 9 + ib sin 8
where a and b are the given semiaxes, and Q is a parameter which goes from 0 to 2n around the ellipse.
For a > b we define the real quantities:
The foci of the ellipse lie at z = f c. Transition to the case of a circular cylinder of radius r implies a + b -r , c -0 , k + 0 , and i@ z=re . The energy E stored in space, per unit thickness of the two-dimensional field, can be evaluated in closed form by methods previously described.3
In units which make the energy density (Hz + H2)/8n at any point, we find, for the regions ixside and outside the general elliptical current sheet 
PpFl where Fm and f, are given by (5) and (8) 
